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Developing an Induction Heating System Laboratory with DSP
Microprocessors and Power Electronic Devices
Abstract
This induction heating system laboratory will be integrated into our existing energy conversion
labs for senior students. Students will not only understand how the high alternating current
induces eddy current in the work piece to convert the resistive losses into thermal energy, but
will also observe that the work piece gradually heats up and eventually starts to glow red.
The principle of induction heating is to convert electricity to thermal energy inside a conductive
work piece by using alternating magnetic fields. The energy conversion efficiency is up to 95%
for magnetic materials, and contamination is minimized due to the non-contact heating mode.
Therefore, induction heating has been widely used in steel industries for many years. Most
engineering students are baffled by magnetic field theories since magnetic fields are not
something that they can see, touch or feel except through mathematical equations. To assist
students’ understanding of this energy conversion process, we are developing an induction
heating system laboratory to cover engineering topics in applied magnetic field theories,
communication systems, computer networks, power systems, power electronics, sensors,
embedded systems, and control systems.
In order to generate high strength alternating electromagnetic fields, a switching mode power
supply is utilized to feed high frequency current to the induction coils. The major components of
the switching mode power supply are DC diode bridges, DC filters, DC-AC IGBT invertors,
matching transformers, and capacitor banks. A DSP microprocessor development board is
utilized to generate the Pulse Width Modulation signals to drive IGBT devices. Also, zerovoltage switching techniques and closed-loop controls are used to control the output power
levels. Infinite impulse filters and fast Fourier transform are built into the DSP microprocessors
to obtain real time frequency spectrum analysis of system harmonics. The temperature of the
work piece can be observed by using an infrared temperature sensor and the measured
temperature can also be fed back to the main DSP microprocessor. The proper output power
level adjustment by the microprocessor creates better temperature profiles in the work piece.
The students are exposed to the commercial finite-element magnetic field analysis software
which provides a visual representation of the magnetic field in the form of flux line plots and
scaled color maps. In our current energy propagation class, we introduce and utilize Infolytica
MagNet® to calculate the magnetic field strength at different frequencies. This software
package can also generate animations of alternating current magnetic fluxes in the work piece.
Introduction
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Induction heating is a process by which the temperature of a metal part is raised by the eddy
current losses within the material. It must also be noted that the work piece is only coupled, not
physically connected to the power supply circuitries. The non-contact induction heating
provides a clean energy conversion from electricity to thermal energy that has a few advantages
over the conventional gas heating furnaces, including faster heating time, precise temperature

control capabilities and minimum environmental impacts. Induction heating has been widely
applied to industrial operations such as forging, heat-treating, soldering, hardening, and other
forms of heat transfer. As the oil shortage and global warming become imminent, many new
alternating energy sources such as wind, ocean and solar requires better power management in
the energy conversion1. Engineering students should learn the impacts of their designs to the
environment and induction heating demonstrates such practical energy conversion process.

Figure 1: High frequency power supply system schematics

The schematic of the induction heating system is shown as Fig. 1, the 3-phase 60 Hz
regular industrial standard 480 V supply line is converted to the DC by the Thyristor full bridge.
To provide a constant high power factor, the line chock Ls and optional filter capacitors are used
to filter high frequency components from the power supply. The inductor LDC and capacitor
CDC filter section eliminates the voltage ripples from the DC Bridge and prevents high
frequency component feedbacks from the inverter section. The insulated gate bipolar transistors
(IGBT) are ideal power electronic devices for high current and high voltage applications.
Because the load section is inductive, in the inverter section IGBTs, the pair P+ and P-, N+ and
N- must be turned on/off simultaneously to ensure a current path at any given moment. The
IGBTs are switched at zero power supply output voltage crossing to minimize the electrical
stresses on power electronic devices. The IGBT gate drives are not shown in this schematic, gate
signals created by the main DSP microprocessor controls the on/off of the IGBT devices.
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The series inductance LSE, the capacitor bank, and the induction coil form a seriesparallel resonant circuit that generates high frequency current in the inductor coil. A typical

induction heating has an operating frequency closed to the resonant frequency, where the load
impedance is close to the minimum and the current through the inductor is at the maximum2.
The alternating current in the induction coil generates high strength magnetic fields and induces
the eddy currents in the metal work piece.

Magnetic field simulation using finite element software
Students are asked to simulate the magnetic field distributions in the work piece and the
surrounding air space and the inductor coppers. A 3-D solid model is generated based on the
actual metal work piece and inductor dimensions. Fig. 2 shows one sample metal work piece
and the 2-D meshes of the solid model. The finite element method (FEM) is an excellent way to
solve partial differential equations over complex domains3-6. The solutions of the differential
equations are approximations; the accuracies are depending on the precision requirements. By
use of FEM, the smaller the element size will result in higher accuracy. However, FEM software
is demanding large memory especially when the element size is small and the number of element
is large. To increase the accuracy of the FEM simulation, the element size in the conductor is
kept the smallest, while the size of the element in the air space is the largest.

Figure 2: 3-D induction heating model and 2-D meshes
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Students will learn how to balance the memory usages and the accuracies of the models. The
Infolytica® software selects the size of the mesh triangles automatically to minimize the memory
usage and guarantees the accuracies of the simulations. The metal work piece and the induction
coil are surrounded by air space. The dimension of the air space is much larger compare to the
induction coil, such that the magnetic fields on air space boundaries are considered to be zero.

For undergraduate students, the concept of the magnetic field theory is very hard to grasp
without visual illustration of the magnetic flux lines. By using 10 kHz supply and NewtonRaphson method, the Infolytica® simulation results are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Magnetic flux lines in the work piece, induction coil and surrounding air space
The color along with the density of the flux lines indicates the strength of the magnetic fields.
The alternating magnetic flux will be set up inside of the metal work piece and the induced
currents will flow, which generates the electrical losses that convert to thermal energy inside of
the metal work piece. From the flux line color difference on the field plot, it is obvious that the
magnetic fluxes are not uniformly distributed. Because the magnetic steel has much better
magnetic flux path, and the magnetic flux resistance is smaller in the magnetic steel than that in
the air, the magnetic flux lines bent along the metal work piece. The flux lines are dense near the
surface and loose in the center of the metal work piece. The surface has concentrated flux layers
and that is commonly known as skin effect. The selection of the power supply frequency has
direct impacts on the heating effect of the surface layer. The effective skin depth can be
calculated as7-8,

δ=

2ρ

ω µ R µ0

(meter)

(1)
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Where ρ is the resistivity, and µ R is the relative permittivity of the metal work piece, and ω is the
power supply radius frequency. The induction heating frequency not only depends on the
permittivity and resistivity of the metal work piece, but also depends on applications. Assume

the flux lines generated by the induction coil passes through the metal work piece entirely, based
on the Ampere’s law the current generated inside the work piece is N times the current in the Nturn induction coil. Therefore, the induction heating coil acts like a current transformer. The
higher the current in the induction coil, the higher the current is in the metal work piece, and
higher energy transferred to thermal energy.

IGBT gate signal generations using the DSP microprocessor

In a typical industrial plant, noise sources, such as wielding machine, motor drives, heating
lamps and radios, can destroy the integrity of the analog signals. By going to digital control, the
feedback and control signals can be sent over a longer distance without distortions; filtering the
unwanted noises can be easily done by adding a digital IIR filter; perfect copies of the signals
can be transmitted on various networks; programmability allows future easy updates and
improvements; memory cards can be added for data acquisition and storages; real time digital
sampling enables early fault detections. The size of the DSP processor is greatly reduced and
more features are integrated on the same chip to save valuable board space. The DSP
microprocessors are optimized for signal processing applications compared to the early general
purpose microprocessors. Therefore, it is ideal for the control of the power supply in real time.
The embedded hardware multiplier and divider increase the speed of the signal processing, and
the build-in PMW generator provides direct control from the main processor.
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The Texas Instrument TMS320 platform evaluation boards will be used as the main control
board. The main clock of the DSP microprocessor is 200 MHz, the memory includes 320K RAM
and 32K ROM with external memory supports. The on-chip ROM can eliminate the requirement
of expensive non-volatile memory and store crucial data for the system. The main
microprocessor also has vital on-board peripherals, such as I2C, CAN and SPI communication
ports. By using standard Ethernet driver the boards can be connected to the internet, which
enables remote monitoring of the power supply operations. The programming will be done by TI
code composer studio. The current through the induction coil is measured using current
transformer and feedback to a 16-bits A/D converter and connect to the DSP processor. The
voltage across the capacitor station is sampled and feedback to the DSP processor to calculate
the power supply output power in real time. For example, consider the sampling data from the
feedback signals such as line voltage, induction coil current, and capacitor voltage. The
microprocessor must read the data before new data arrives; otherwise, the data will be lost.
Because the power supply runs at 10 kHz and above, it is not necessary to update readings every
0.1 ms. Therefore, the display of the power, voltage, and current readings of the power supply
can be updated every 0.1 second. The data is buffered and to be processed later. Therefore, the
real time display of the feedback signals is a soft real time event. The difficulty of designing
real-time power supply control systems depend upon the frequency of the microprocessor. With
a 200MHz processor, there are 20,000 cycles to respond to a 0.1 millisecond deadline. The
microprocessor has embedded real-time operation systems (RTOS), which are designed to give
priority to real time tasks. The design will be based on worst-case scenario and considers all
possible interrupts9-13.
The IGBTs are rated at 1200V and capable of carrying 1000 Amps with switching frequency of
15 kHz. The n-channel and p-channel IGBT device require unique gate-source voltage control

pulses, which are generated by the IGBT gate drives. The IGBT drive board receives the PWM
signals from the main control board through optical cable and output the pulse waveforms that
are shown in Figure 4. It is vital that the IGBT pairs have the same turn on/off pulse at exactly
the same time to maintain the inductive current in the induction heating coil.

P

N

Figure 4: IGBT gate signal generated by the gate drivers

Circuit simulations and field measurement

The PSPICE computer simulations help students gain knowledge of the circuit before building
the circuits and understand the system design process better. Unlike the standard resistors,
capacitors and inductors, in real world system design, the values of the capacitance, inductance
and resistance have to be measured using LCR meters.
To model the induction heating circuit, the induction coil with load can be approximately
modeled as a series inductor and resistor. To simplify the circuit, the resistance of the capacitor
band and series inductor will be ignored. The impedance of the load can be calculated as,

Z load = jωLSE +

(R1 + jωL1) / ( jωC1)
1 / jωC1 + jωL1 + R1

(2)
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From the above equation, the load impedance depends on the power supply frequency, at a
resonant frequency the impedance is a real number. In the real world applications, the capacitor

bank will be chosen based on the inductance of the induction heating coil to have a resonance
frequency close to the power supply output frequency.
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Figure 5: (a) simplified load circuit, R1 and L1 represent the resistance and inductance of the
metal work piece and the induction coil (b). PSPICE simulation results show the series inductor
current peak is around 600 Amps
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Students are asked to use a 10 uH inductor and 1 Ω resistor to model the induction coil and the
metal work piece. The capacitance of the capacitor bank and the inductance of the series inductor
are to be designed to have a resonance frequency close to 10 kHz. A pulse generator is used to
simulate the output of the DC to AC inverter that has square wave outputs.

Because there are no standard PSPICE models for the IGBT and Thyristor, the simulation of the
AC to DC full bridge converter and the DC to AC full bridge inverter can be done by creating
customized PSPICE parts14-16.

Induction heating of a steel bar

Students are usually baffled with the idea of magnetic field and the complex mathematical
equations. By designing and building the induction heating system, students will see the drastic
change of a steel bar, which changes from dull dark color to red by the magnetic field. The high
frequency power supply is shown in Figure 6 (a). The power supply has three analog meters that
display the percentages of the output power, capacitor bank voltage, and the output current.
Water cooling is required for power supply normal operations, to remove internal heats from
transmission lines, output transformer and power electronic devices.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 6: (a) the high frequency power supply is capable of supplying 50 kW, 1,600 Amps, 3-10
kHz (b). A steel bar is exiting the induction heating coil

The induction heating coils are typically designed to have many turns. Therefore, the current on
the metal work piece, which has only one shorted turn, can be very large. The temperature of the
steel bar rises very rapidly and the typical heating time of a small diameter steel bar is around 1-2
seconds. An infrared sensor may provide a temperature feedback signal for close-loop control
purposes.

Conclusion

This paper presented a senior electrical engineering lab that converts electricity to thermal
energy through the induction heating processes. The lab will prepare senior students for their
capstone design course and help students grasp difficult topics in magnetic field theory, power
electronics, digital signal processing, and advanced digital control theory.
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